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more than ever. The lure of
drugs, the horror of AIDS, the
spectre of nuclear threat, the
despair of environmental ruin
all threaten humanity. To
arm the next generation with
the hope, the will, the skills to
counter these dangers, there is
no institution better equipped
than our Catholic schools.

The nursery of the future Church
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Further, at 1985 study of slightly more than $,000 seminarian^ showed *hat$J% were from a Catholic school baekgrourej.
Ti»^g»ififia»ce<rf this figure mulfiplies wheitone considers that only 7 to 9%,of Catholic boys age»K»12 wercinCatfeolie
schools at trt&time- More than half our priestly vocations involve boys irom mis small segment of Otir popuiattett.

Solving problems of
finance and governance

Time for change
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Lakes and the Valley. Bishop
Clark reiterated his September 1987 emphasis on Catholic
rather than parochial schools,
and announced a plan based
on the recommendations Of
the Oversight Task Force of
the Five Year Financial
Planning Committee: formation of a nine-person Commission on Reorganization of
Catholic Schools to analyze
the work of the Implementation Committee, Quadrants
and Clusters; integrate that
work and give it direction;
and develop a Master Plan to
strengthen Catholic schools.
Dr. William L. Pickett, president of St. John Fisher College, was named head of the
Commission.
The plan also called for
hiring a consultant to work
with the Commission; developing a marketing plan; and,
once the transition from
parochial to Catholic schools
is under way, creating a $20
million endowment fund.
The Commission and its
consultants have worked with
information and plans submitted by a variety of groups
already involved in studying
Catholic schools.

Northeast Quadrant
plan developed first
In the spring of 1989, on
the Commission's recommendation, the Bishop approved a
plan for the Northeast Quadrant. This Quadrant plan
came first because of the immediacy of the needs of some
schools. Changing population
trends had left the Northeast
Quadrant with twice the
classroom capacity needed.
The plan, which used
criteria developed by the
Quadrant Planning Board,
called for consolidating from
13 schools to 7 by Fall 1991.
Five schools that have had 7th
and 8th grades will transfer
them to a new junior high
school to be opened at Bishop
Kearney High School in 1990.

